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s inspiring accounts of the difficulties of developing up autistic?An
extraordinary achievement..s family members and coach, this is
McElwain?the autistic student who made headlines when he scored twenty
points, including a school record six three-pointers, for his high
school basketball team in 2006.(Washington Times)Here is the riveting
true story of Jason McElwain?? better known as ?J-Mac??Improbable to be
forgotten anytime soon. Including the revealing perspectives of J-
Mac?.Now in paperback: ?not only for himself, but also for his family
members. It?s also the tale of his unlikely star switch, the difference
it manufactured in his trip through life?and all of the heartbreaking
and heart-lifting stops along the way.
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kjk Five years ago on Feb. 15,2006, a young man, Jason "J-Mac" McElwain
scored 20 factors in the final 3:09 mere seconds of their Senior Night
final home basketball game. His heroics were captured by TV stations all
across the country.I cannot wait to start to see the movie predicated on
Jason "J-Macintosh" McElwain's life also to see who takes on the lead
part.! Jason tells the story in his own terms, which to me is merely
amazing.] on the basketball courtroom. A great book to understand about
having goals and dreams and how exactly to "stay concentrated" as Jason
says. He lets you know how visualization proved helpful for him. And it
could for you. Great read.Many elements of his narrative built me smile
while others moved me to tears. He has Asberger's; GREAT CONDITION. Team-
manship nonfiction story of an autistic high school student who adores
basketball. The story is informed by his parents and him. Fine photos.
Heartwarming Stuff I was drawn to this tale when it initial aired on
ESPN. Jason's compelling story held me up past 2:00 a.m. last night
because I couldn't obtain enough of his exclusive ponderings on the
importance of "concentrate" and his astonishing feat [20 points in just
over 4 a few minutes of playing time! You can experience his frustration
and his exhilaration and joy thru out the book. The Game of MY ENTIRE
LIFE Given to grandson for his birthday. It is an excellent story
written in large part by Jason himself. Not that what Jason did was so
excellent, although Magic Johnson stated he doubted he could did the
same thing, but that Jason can be autistic. I was so pleased with every
thing he had over come and had achieved. Read the book This story of a
young guy with autism who accomplishes so much more things in life than
that which was expected of him early on is truly inspiring. A Compelling
Story About Much More Than Basketball After seeing the tail end of
Jason's recent appearance on "Larry King Live", I immediately went on
line to buy "The Game of My Life". I was actually reminded of the
outstanding screenplay penned by Matt Damon and Ben Affleck for his or
her 1997 breakout film, "Good Will Hunting". I think it would actually
be considered a great book for anybody who has an autistic child in
their lifestyle. I enjoyed the trunk storie Five Stars Great story on
the subject of survival in a severe world. Then again in case you are in
the mood for an instant feel-good book, this will work for you. SUPER
FAST SHIPPING RECEIVED THIS BOOK RAPIDLY. he appreciated the tale of
someone who succeeded despite Autism. True BARGAIN. RECOMMEND THIS
SELLER! good It was a good reserve but hard to get through. But worth a
read . Granted it is not a scientific dtake on the globe of autism, it
does touch on many of the ups and downs of coping with the disability.
It can reaffirm your belief in people, in the current society. wonderful
heartwarming book I've known Jason since he was 7 and I was avolunteer
in his summer season school class. The reserve not only tells you where
he's been but enables you to feel like you're there with him. EASILY
were directing, I'd cast J-Mac to superstar as himself!! I recall crying
tears of joy as I viewed Jason on the news headlines and all over the



sports channels. This book is crucial read! I examine his publication
when it came out and captured glimpses of the boy I understood
throughout the years and glimpses of the man he has become. I'm from the
Rochester, NY area, and I remember the excitement from all the highlight
films that week. Good job Jason!! I'm pleased with you!! Five Stars Very
happy
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